
Globe Window Cleaning Inc.  
Intervention key words Scissor Lift, Aerial Work Platform (AWP) 
Industry Service; Window Cleaning  
Risk Factor(s) Slips/Trips/Falls, Manually Handling (lifting, pulling) Manually Handling (lifting, pushing) 

Situation 

A locally owned and operated company that has been in central Ohio for nearly eighty years. The company washes all 
type of windows as they provide residential window cleaning services. Globe Window Cleaning Inc specializes in 
commercial and post-construction window cleaning. The equipment used to wash, and clean windows are stack ladders 
or extension ladder. The company has identified several risk factors when using the current equipment; those risks are:  
• Lifting ladders with excess weight as much as 110 pounds, 5-gallon buckets containing waters and tools
• Ergonomics issues that present from exertion, pulling, pushing that contribute to sprains, and strains.
• Falling off a ladder from heights.
• Slippage from soapy water on ladder rungs.
• Fatigue from working on a ladder on average 6 ½ hours.

The employer states their current equipment causes inefficient uses of time; for example, an employee must step down 
the ladder and reset the ladder with cleaning equipment in hand to clean the next the window. This action may trap an 
employee into an unsafe practice to save time by excursion. This behavior may lead to severe injury or death.     

Solution 

The safety intervention purchases a scissor lift; aerial work platform (AWP) provided equipment that makes the work 
safer and more efficient. The AWP is a movable working platform designed to elevate, carry loads, and people 
effortlessly and securely. The AWP allows reaching various heights, which drastically decreases the risk of slips, falls and 
from hauling equipment. With risks significantly reduced, employees are more efficient. The safe use of the equipment 
generates: 

• Increase in productivity which allows more client scheduling during the week which produces more revenue
• More competitive in the business market
• Employee response was a positively received
• A safer work environment and efficiency attained
• Healthy ergonomics reduced fatigue as task are simplified and safer
• Created no new hazards
• Increased employee retention
• Creates a better-finished product because of employee’s ability to reach higher spaces on the window
• Multi-functional which permits for other tasks such as, replacing light fixtures, skylights
• This intervention will considerably avert lost-time injuries moving forward
• The total intervention cost was $25,768.71 with BWC paying $19,326.53
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Results 

The cost of the intervention and training totaled to $6,797.00. Globe Window Cleaning Inc had the previous claim where 
an employee was severely hurt.  Total cost related claim before implementation, indemnity, and medical expense 
accrued $603,250.98.  Globe Window Service Inc saves on average fifty hours a weekly in labor by eliminating the need 
of two services employees on site simultaneously. The employer anticipates the retention rate will grow as the service 
equipment provides superior safety, simplicity, and ergonomics. Globe Window Cleaning Inc saved on average $792.00 
in labor savings their first year after implementing the new scissor lifts, and the intervention will pay back itself within 
three months. Through the intervention, Globe Window Services Inc was able to reduce the potential of severe injury, 
increase retention and their bottom-line. 

Cost justification 

Cost: Benefit/Saving 
Description Amount Improvement Amount 

Intervention cost 
Training Costs 

Maintenance or other cost 

$6,442.00 
$280.00 
$75.00 

Labor savings 
Less re-work 

Injury Avoidance 
Absenteeism saved 

$792.00 
$ 247.50 

$27,311.00 
$627.00 

Total cost $6,797.00 Total Saving $28,977.00 
Payback period: $6,797.00/$28,977.00 = (0.234) approx. 3 months 
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